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Biography

Be Moved Agency introduce VAL EBM. He is an Austrian 

electronic music producer and multi-instrumentalist, who 

performs live as Melodic Techno and House live acts.

His most notable live performances of Melodic Techno 

and House were held at one of the most emblematic 

venues for electronic dance music in Europe, specifically 

'O Klub9 (Austria). 

This venue has hosted stars such as Stephan Bodzin, 

Fatboy Slim, Deborah de Luca, Sven Väth, Camelphat, 

among others, who have significantly contributed to its 

fame. In 2023, VAL EBM presented his live set at the 

Amsterdam Dance Event (ADE Amsterdam) in the 

Netherlands, the most prestigious and important meeting 

for electronic music in all of Europe.

Sytle: Electronic Music Producer 3 Melodic Techno & 

House



Biography

If you like Techno House, you need to know about VAL 

EBM. Welcome VAL EBM Techno to Be Moved Agency in 

genre House & Melodic Music.

At the age of 7, the journey began with acquiring 

experience in music theory, playing musical instruments, 

and vocal training by attending a music school.

After joining several bands as a guitarist and singer, and 

being part of a rave sound system during his youth, VAL 

EBM graduated in <Computer Music=.

There, he was introduced to experimental electronic 

music and working with field recordings as soundscapes, 

and sounds from nature and industry.

On stage, the intensity and infinite variety of electronic 

dance music are combined with the soul and energy of 

playing real musical instruments and singing.

Thus, each live set turns into a unique and unrepeatable 

experience.



Biography

Academic training is essential to excel in this industry. Studying 

electronic music involves not just mastering production 

techniques but also understanding music theory and cutting-edge 

technology. At renowned institutions, aspiring music producers 

acquire key skills.

In this way, some of the world9s best DJs emerge, standing out for 

their innovation and ability to connect with international 

audiences.

The electronic music industry demands well-prepared 

professionals like VAL EBM, an expert in techno house.

Attention clubs!

Elevate your events by connecting with us to explore our 

constantly updated artist portfolio. We refresh our lineup weekly, 

ensuring a diverse and vibrant selection tailored for unforgettable 

experiences.

Reach out now to request dates, and let us swiftly confirm the 

availability of our world-class artists for your global stages.

Don9t miss the opportunity to dazzle your audience!



Accommodation

A double room in a 3-star hotel or higher with Wi-Fi and 

late check-out. Round-trip transfer from the airport to the 

hotel and to the event. Meals and refreshments.

Hospitality

2 x 1/4" Jack Audio Symmetric Cables plugged into DJ 

Mixer / PA Mixer with Free Stereo INPUT CHANNEL 

About 1,5 Meter wide space for live set.

Booking
Email: info@bemovedagency.com

Phone: +34 624 44 95 58

Technical Rider

Beverages with and without alcohol at no cost during the 

event. Free entry for up to 4 (four) guests.


